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Plant breeders always face the challenge to select the best individuals. Selectionmethods

are required that maximize selection gain based on available data. When several crosses

have been made, the BLUP procedure achieves this by combining phenotypic data with

information on pedigree relationships via an index, known as family-index selection. The

index, estimated based on the intra-class correlation coefficient, exploits the relationship

among individuals within a family relative to other families in the population. An intra-class

correlation coefficient of one indicates that the individual performance can be fully

explained based on the family background, whereas an intra-class correlation coefficient

of zero indicates the performance of individuals is independent of the family background.

In the case the intra-class correlation coefficient is one, family-index selection is

considered. In the case the intra-class correlation coefficient is zero, individual selection is

considered. The main difference between individual and family-index selection lies in the

adjustment in estimating the individual’s effect depending on the intra-class correlation

coefficient afforded by the latter. Two examples serve to illustrate the application of the

BLUP method. The efficiency of individual and family-index selection was evaluated in

terms of the heritability obtained from linear mixed models implementing the selection

methods by suitably defining the treatment factor as the sum of individual and family

effect. Family-index selection was found to be at least as efficient as individual selection

in Dianthus caryophyllus L., except for flower size in standard carnation and vase life in

mini carnation for which traits family-index selection outperformed individual selection.

Family-index selection was superior to individual selection in Pelargonium zonale in

cases when the heritability was low. Hence, the pedigree-based BLUP procedure can

enhance selection efficiency in production-related traits in P. zonale or shelf-life related in

D. caryophyllus L.

Keywords: BLUP, BLUE, two-phase design, phenotypic selection, family-index selection, individual selection,

ornamental breeding

INTRODUCTION

For decades “Best Linear Unbiased Prediction” (BLUP) has been the standard selection method
in animal breeding (Henderson, 1950), where the breeding values of sires are estimated based
on progeny performance to select superior genotypes and to breed superior families (Robinson,
1991). More recently, this method has been used in commodity crops (Piepho et al., 2008)
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and has also been applied in several clonally propagated species
such as sweet potato (Borges et al., 2010), acai berry (Teixeira
et al., 2012), potato (Slater et al., 2014; Ticona-Benavente and
da Silva Filho, 2015), sugar cane (Barbosa et al., 2005; Zeni
Neto et al., 2013), and passion fruit (Santos et al., 2015).
Currently, the pedigree-based BLUP method is replaced by
genomic prediction in many species (Gianola et al., 2018). In
comparison to the pedigree-based BLUP, genomic prediction
uses a marker-based matrix of genomic pair-wise similarities
known as “genomic relationship matrix” (Van Raden, 2008;
Legarra, 2016; Wang et al., 2017). Furthermore, the pedigree-
based genetic variance-covariance matrix is replaced by the
genomic variance (Lehermeier et al., 2017). However, marker
data are severely limited in ornamental breeding programs. Thus,
the pedigree-based BLUP method proposed in the present study
is currently the most promising selection method to use when no
marker-data is available. By this method, useful information can
be obtained as to whether the trait is dependent or independent
of the family background. This information is vital for selecting
individuals for genotyping, because the goal of creating diversity
panels is to represent the entire genetic diversity of parental
populations, i.e., individuals should be selected with similar biotic
or abiotic adaptation or photoperiod requirements (Singh and
Singh, 2015, p. 220).

Before BLUP-based selection, selection in crop breeding
was based on either simple arithmetic means or “Best Linear
Unbiased Estimation” (BLUE) of genotypes, which are calculated
in a mixed model context based on fixed genotype effects (Piepho
et al., 2008). By contrast, BLUPs are obtained by defining the
genotypes as random effects. By convention, “estimation” refers
to fixed effects and “prediction” refers to random effects, even
though both refer to estimators of effects in a linear mixed model.
The first three letters of the acronyms BLUE and BLUP stand for
Best, meaning they have the lowest variance, Linear, meaning they
are linear functions of the data, and Unbiased. In case of BLUE,
unbiased means the expected value of a mean estimate for an
individual equals its true value. This is a conditional mean. By
contrast, in case of BLUP the expectedmean over all individuals is
equal to the expected mean over all true effects. This is a marginal
mean. The BLUP-based selection method predicts genetic effects
more accurately than the BLUE-based method (Copas, 1983;
Robinson, 1991). The gain in accuracy compared to BLUE-based
selection results partly from the shrinkage property (Piepho et al.,
2008), i.e., above average individual means will be shrunken
downwards toward the overall mean, whereas below average
individual means will be shrunken upwards toward the overall
mean. The degree of shrinkage also depends on environmental
variation (Hill and Rosenberger, 1985). This shrinkage property
anticipates the regression to the mean observed in the selected
progeny and is advantageous for selection decisions because
individuals with extreme high or low performances are adjusted,

Abbreviations: BLUP, best linear unbiased prediction; BLUE, best linear unbiased

estimation; LMM, linear mixed model; SCC, stem cutting count; CS, compound

symmetry; EU1, the experimental unit in P1; EU2, the experimental unit in P2; P1,

phase one; P2, phase two; RF, root formation; VL, vase life; FS, flower size; BN, bud

number; SL, stem length.

which is consistent with the need for caution in making selection
decisions on such extremes (Hill and Rosenberger, 1985). A
further source of gain in accuracy is the facility to borrow
strength from individuals in the same family (Piepho et al., 2008;
Bernardo, 2010).

Currently, selection in ornamentals (Boxriker et al., 2017a,b;
Molenaar et al., 2017) is based on individual performance,
which is known to be a poor strategy when heritability is
low. Alternatively, response to selection could be improved by
considering family information. The simplest form of selection
considering pedigree information is family selection, where
selection is based on family means (Lynch and Walsh, 2013). A
refinement of family selection is family-index selection (Lush,
1947), which incorporates the individual mean with the family
mean (Lynch and Walsh, 2013). Generally, the exploitation
of family information can provide greater accuracy and larger
response to selection. In particular, index selection has an
expected response at least as large as individual selection and
even higher responses when significant effects of environmental
conditions and replication of families over environments exist
(Lynch and Walsh, 2013).

To our knowledge, the BLUP-based selection method has
been used only in a few ornamental species so far. Huang
et al. (1995) used the BLUP-based selection method to
investigate the long-term genetic improvement in 16 generations
of gerbera cut-flowers. In the past, software restrictions
precluded directly obtaining BLUPs from the so-called “Mixed
Model Equations” (MME; Henderson, 1950). Instead, facing
computational constraints, Huang et al. (1995) obtained BLUPs
by an indirect approach of successive averaging of genotypic
effects (Misztal and Gianola, 1987) and the variance components
were estimated by the derivative-free restricted maximum
likelihood (Graser et al., 1987). Fogaça et al. (2012) used BLUP in
daylily breeding and found that higher selection gain is expected
from family selection rather than from individual selection. The
BLUPs of individuals were obtained by the use of SELEGEN-
REML/BLUP software (Resende, 2016).

The present work aims to demonstrate the application of
BLUP-based selection in Pelargonium zonale and Dianthus
caryophyllus L., two species which have the highest economic
importance in the floricultural industry, and to further
demonstrate the enhancement of breeding efficiency. We will
briefly review the theoretical underpinnings of BLUP and
individual and family-index selection. Then we compare the
efficiency of strategies underlying the individual and family-
index selection in terms of heritability.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Theoretical Underpinnings of BLUE and
BLUP
The context of BLUE and BLUP is the standard linear mixed
model (LMM; Robinson, 1991; Piepho, 1994),

y = Xβ + Zu + e,
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where y is a vector of n observations, β is a vector of fixed effects,
X and Z are designmatrices associated with the fixed and random
effects, u, the vector of random effects assumed to be distributed
according to u ∼ MVN(0, G) where 0 is a null vector and
G is the variance-covariance matrix of the random effects, and
e is the vector of residual errors assumed to be distributed as
e ∼ MVN(0, R) with R the variance-covariance matrix of the
residual errors. The distribution of observed data is assumed to
be y ∼ MVN(Xβ , V), whereV accounts for random effects and
residual error by V = ZGZT + R.

The fixed effects (BLUEs) are estimated by β̂ =
(

XTV̂−1X
)−1

XTV̂−1y, where as the random effects (BLUPs) are

predicted by û= ĜZTV̂−1
(

y − Xβ̂
)

.

The BLUE and BLUP of β and u, respectively, are best
computed by solving the MME, given by (Henderson, 1950;
Searle et al., 1992),

[

XTR−1X XTR−1Z

ZTR−1X ZTR
−1

Z + G−1

]

[

β̂

û

]

=
[

XTR−1y

ZTR−1y

]

,

where G−1 and R−1 are the inverses of G and R, respectively.
When G−1 tends to a zero matrix, which happens when

variances in G become very large, the random effect estimates
behave essentially like fixed effect estimates because the MME
tend to

[

XTR−1X XTR−1Z

ZTR−1X ZTR
−1

Z

]

[

β̂

û

]

=
[

XTR−1y

ZTR−1y

]

.

If furthermore the residual errors are independent with
homogenous variance, i.e., R−1 = σ−2I, with σ−2 the inverse
residual error variance and I an identity matrix, the MME turn
into the ordinary least squares equations (Robinson, 1991),

[

XTX XTZ

ZTX ZTZ

] [

β̂

û

]

=
[

XTy

ZTy

]

.

Family-Index Selection
The basic idea of family-index selection is to obtain an index that
accounts for the resemblance among individuals within a family
relative to other families in the population (Lush, 1947). To
depict Lush’s idea, we give a selection problem in the context of
ornamental breeding (modified according to Lush, 1947, pp. 242–
244): Four families are considered to select the best performing
individuals with respect to stem cutting count (SCC; Figure 1).
Different strategies could be taken for selection. Individuals
could be selected independently of the performance of their sibs
(highest SCC). This method is known as individual selection. An
alternative is for the breeder to select a complete family on the
basis of family means (family selection). In the example, “Family
2” would be selected showing the highest SCC performance.
Combining these two selection methods by considering both
individual performances and family means in an index (family-
index selection), the breeder would select “F” and “P” rather than
“D” and “L.” Independently of the selection method, individuals

“G” and “H” will always be selected, because the family average
can be high only when more than a substantial proportion of
the individuals in a family are above the general population
mean (Lush, 1947). Furthermore, it will almost never happen
that all individuals of the superior family are superior to all
members of other families (Lush, 1947). The main difference
between individual, family and family-index selection consists
in what is done with good individuals from mediocre families
(like “D” and “P”) and with intermediate individuals (like “F”)
or poor individuals (like “E”) from better performing families
(Lush, 1947), which is illustrated in the following with a particular
emphasis on the partition of variance.

Continuing with the motivating example, it is assumed that
for each individual “A” to “P” two observations are available and
the design was completely randomized. Selection can based on
the LMM

y = 1nµ + Zgg + e,

where y is the (n × 1) vector of SCC observations, 1nµ is the
(n × 1) vector of ones allocating the general population mean
to all observations, g is the (s × 1) vector of random genetic

strain effects and distributed as N
(

0, σ 2
g I

)

with the genetic strain

variance σ 2
g and I the (s × s) identity matrix, Zg is the (n × s)

design matrix of random strain effects relating observations to
strains and the random (n × 1) vector e distributed N

(

0, σ 2
e I

)

with the non-genetic σ 2
e variance and I the (n × n) identity

matrix. Given this baseline model, the phenotypic variance is
V = ZgGZ

T
g + R, where G = σ 2

g Is × s and R = σ 2
e In × n.

To account for the simple nested family structure (Piepho
and Williams, 2006), i.e., for families and individuals that can
be grouped by family, the genetic effect of the baseline LMM is
partitioned as g =Zf f + m, so that the LMM becomes

y = 1nµ + ZgZff + Zgm + e,

where f is the (w × 1) vector of random family effects assumed

to be N
(

0, σ 2
f
I
)

, Zf is the (s × w) design matrix of the random

family effects, m is the (s × 1) vector of random effects of
individuals nested within family effects assumed to be N

(

0, σ 2
s I

)

,
and the residual term e is defined as in the baseline model. The
resemblance among individuals of each family is given by the
intra-class correlation coefficient, t,

t =
σ 2
f

σ 2
g
, where the total genetic variance is σ 2

g = σ 2
f
+ σ 2

s .

On account of the intra-class correlation coefficient, for
individuals in the same family the zeros on the off-diagonals of
the variance-covariance matrix G under the baseline model are
replaced with the family variance, resulting in a block diagonal
G matrix with blocks corresponding to families. This structure
is also known as the compound symmetry (CS) variance-
covariance structure. For a single family with four individuals,
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FIGURE 1 | A motivating example to illustrate the individual and family-index selection modified according to (Lush, 1947, pp. 242–244): Stem cutting counts of

individuals from four families. The breeder is faced with the choice, e.g., between individuals “O” and “F,” with the same SCC but coming from differently performing

families.

the block on the diagonal of G is

σ 2
g I4 × 4 = σ 2
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The variance-covariance structure R remains unchanged. The
motivating example assumes equal family sizes, which is an
idealized condition. Unequal family sizes can be accounted for
in BLUP (Appendix Presentation 1 in Supplementary Material).

Individual Selection
Under a CS variance-covariance structure of G, the off-diagonal
elements describe the similarities of individuals within families.
If the intra-class correlation coefficient, t, tends to one, the
one limiting case, all individuals within the same family show
about the same performance of a trait. In contrast, if the intra-
class correlation coefficient, t, tends to zero, the other limiting,
the performance of individuals is independent of the family
background, which is exploited by individual selection.

Efficiency of Selection Methods
As shown, the degree of resemblance between individuals
grouped by family can be measured by the genetic variance. The
broad-sense heritability is given by

H2 = σ 2
g

σ 2
p
, (Bernardo, 2010, p. 135)

where σ 2
g is the genetic variance, and σ 2

p the phenotypic variance.
This broad-sense heritability is sometimes also termed as
repeatability (Piepho and Möhring, 2007) and is used to evaluate
trials; the better a trial, the higher H2. Similarly, H2 can be used
to determine the best breeding method (Falconer and Mackay,
1996). However, the estimation of H2 using standard equations
such as the one given above underlies strong assumptions:
balanced data, non-correlated and homoscedastic genetic effects.
If one of these assumptions is violated, there will not be a

simple linear relationship between response to selection and
selection differential, i.e., the correlation between phenotypic
value and response to selection differs between genotypes (Piepho
and Möhring, 2007). Different approaches (Holland et al., 2003;
Cullis et al., 2006; Oakey et al., 2006; Piepho and Möhring,
2007) have been proposed for situations in which these standard
assumptions are invalid.

Random and Independent Genotypes
Cullis et al. (2006) proposed to estimate the heritability when the
genotypes are taken as random effects by

H2
C = 1 − v

2σ 2
g

,

where v is the mean variance of a difference of two BLUPs
and σ 2

g is the genotypic variance. The heritability H2
C accounts

for unbalanced data, but still genotypic effects are assumed
to be independent, which would be true, if no relationship
among individuals existed. However, when selection is exercised
on individuals from different families, resemblance between
individuals within families is present and alternative methods
should be used (Oakey et al., 2006; Piepho and Möhring, 2007).
The most flexible option to account for any modeled variance-
covariance structure is to simulate the heritability on an entry-
mean basis directly as the squared correlation of g and ĝ given
by

r2 = Q−1
∑Q

q=1
r2q ,

where Q is the total number of simulation runs, r2q the sample

correlation of the genotypic effects, gi, and the BLUPs, ĝi (Piepho
and Möhring, 2007). In cases of independent genotypic effects
and a balanced design, the expected squared correlation between
true and predicted genotypic effects is approximately

E
(

r2
)

≈





cov
(

gi, ĝi
)

√

var
(

gi
)

var
(

ĝi
)





2

,
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where ĝ = BLUP(g).
The Monte Carlo standard error of the simulated heritability

can be defined as

s.e.(r2) =

√

s2
r2

Q
,

where s2
r2
is defined as

s2
r2
=

∑Q
q= 1

(

r2q − r2
)2

Q − 1
.

Selection Based on BLUPs
The use of BLUP requires the assumption of normality
(Robinson, 1991), which can be graphically checked by Q-Q
plots. In Q-Q plots the standardized BLUPs (Searle et al., 1992,
pp. 286-287) were plotted against the normal scores in Q-Q plots.

The standardized BLUPs were defined as
ĝi√

Var[ĝi]
, where ĝi is the

i-th estimated genotypic BLUP and var
[

ĝi
]

is the unconditional
variance.

Application of Family-Index Selection
In the next two sections, the application of family-index
selection is illustrated by two examples in ornamental breeding.
The general approach to implement the family-index selection
by a LMM to select individuals across families is to define
the treatment effect as the sum of the family effect and
individual within family effect (FM + FM·ENTRY). Both effects
are modeled as random and the genetic covariance, between
individuals within a family is equal to the variance of the family
effect, i.e., var(FM), whereas the covariance of individuals from
different families is zero. To implement the model in a way
that facilitates estimation of the genotypic value of individuals,
we drop the family main effect FM and impose a CS variance-
covariance structure on the FM·ENTRY effect for individuals
in the same family. This implementation is equivalent to the
model with independent effects FM and FM·ENTRY, but is
more convenient for predicting the family-index, which may be
obtained directly as the BLUP of the effect FM·ENTRY under the
CS model (Piepho and Williams, 2006). For the implementation
of individual selection by a LMM, only the independent term
FM·ENTRY is considered. In sections Determining the best
selection method by H2 and Determining the best selection
method by H2, in which models are derived to simulate H2 for
evaluation of selection methods, it will be explicitly mentioned
again which terms are crucial for the implementation of either
individual or family-index selection.

Phenotypic Selection in Ornamentals: The
Example of Production-Related Traits in
P. zonale Breeding
Conventionally in the P. zonale breeding program of Selecta
One (Stuttgart-Mühlhausen, Germany), seeds from crosses made
in the first year are sown in the second year. Seedlings are
selected with a focus on traits such as early flowering or petal

TABLE 1 | Parentage and size of the six P. zonale families evaluated in this study.

Family Number of

individuals in

each family

Number of

individuals in

each reciprocal

Parental genotypes†

Paternal Maternal

1 113 63 (A × b)

50 (b × A)

2 51 3 (C × d)

48 (d × C)

3 112 49 (E × f)

63 (f × E)

4 60 26 (E × g)

36 (g × E)

5 101 8 (E × d)

91 (d × E)

6 63 43 (I × j)

20 (j × I)

KTotal 500

†
Uppercase letters indicate a superiority in production-related traits of the parental

genotype.

color to reduce the population size for later tests (Figure 1
in Molenaar et al., 2017). Each selected individual is cloned
(multiplied by cutting propagation) to enable replicated field
trials in the third year focusing on color and flower longevity
under field conditions for example. Finally, in the fourth year,
candidate varieties are screened for production-related traits.

Due to recent advances in knowledge of the genetics of
production-related traits (Molenaar et al., 2017), the assessment
of production-related traits in 500 P. zonale strains has been
shifted from the fourth to the second year in a new experiment,
because of the great economic relevance of those traits in the
breeding program (Molenaar et al., 2017). However, due to lack of
time in the second year for clonal reproduction, this shift results
in phenotyping of single plants for production-related traits in
year two.

Plant Material
In 2014, twelve reciprocal crosses were made between ten
heterozygous elite P. zonale strains to obtain six families
segregating in the F1 already (Table 1). Families were unrelated
by pedigree, except for Families 3, 4, and 5, which all had the
parent “E” in common and Families 2 and 5, which had parent
“d” in common; individuals across these families were half-
sibs (Table 1). The parental strains showed either a superior
performance in production-related traits (indicated by capital
letter), such as SCC or root formation (RF), or in quality traits,
such as petal or leaf color. Between 10 and 113 individuals
were obtained per family, amounting to 500 individuals across
families.

Two-Phase Experimental Design in P. zonale

Breeding
In 2015, the two-phase experimental design was modified to
assess individuals without replication, where the phases were
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as follows: Phase 1 (P1), the cultivation of stock plants of the
seedling generation to obtain the SCC and Phase 2 (P2), the RF
of stem cuttings (Figure 2). Each phase took place in a different
greenhouse, but at the same location. The experimental design
within each phase was an augmented design (Federer, 1956),
in which the parental strains were tested with replications in
incomplete blocks. The unreplicated individuals were randomly
allocated to incomplete blocks. As will be described inmore detail
below, in P1, the experimental layout was generated by the SAS
procedure OPTEX (SAS Institute Inc., 2014), whereas in P2 the
randomization was carried out in the greenhouse on-site, because
of biological matters of plant material.

Phase 1—augmented design−500 genotypes, 32 blocks, 8

checks
Using the OPTEX procedure (Piepho, 2015), an augmented
design was generated for c = 8 checks, v = 500 genotypes in
b = 32 blocks each of size 18 and a total 576 plots overall
(Figure 2). Eight out of the ten parental genotypes were used as
checks, except the parental strains “I” and “J.” The blocks were
laid out on two cultivation tables, each comprising 16 blocks,
leaving 38 free plots (experimental units; EU1) for checks in
addition to the 250 plots for unreplicated entries. Since 38 is not
a multiple of eight, there was space to replicate checks either nine
or ten times. Because of lack of cuttings, checks could not be
included in the experiment in the first phase, meaning that the
plots intended for checks were empty in P1.

Phase 2—augmented design generation−500 genotypes, 32

blocks, 8 checks
To conduct the randomization on-site, four rooting tables were
divided into 32 regions each corresponding to a single block in P1
(Figure 2; the numbers within regions in P2 correspond to block
numbers in P1). Each region contained a variable number of trays
depending on the obtained SCC of an individual in P1. One tray
contained 39 paper pots arranged in three rows, each with 13
paper pots. The trays were divided into areas, the experimental
unit in P2 (EU2). The randomization on-site was as follows: First,
the checks were randomly allocated to regions and to areas within
regions. Within the second step, the individuals were randomly
allocated to the remaining areas within regions. Blocks of P1 were
packaged as a single unit for transferal from P1 to P2. Note that all
trays of a region fit on the same rooting table. The areas were filled
in row-wise order on a tray and one area was planted directly
following the previous, subject to the restriction that all paper
pots for an area were on the same tray. The size of areas (EU2)
varied depending on the SCC of an individual on an EU1.

Production-Related Traits
The SCC was assessed as the number of stem cuttings per single
stock plant and genotype (either check or test individual) (EU1)
in P1. The RF of stem cuttings of a single stock plant and genotype
(either checks or test individual) was scored after four weeks
of rooting. The number of plants in categories S0 (dead) to
S5 (extraordinary) for each area (EU2) was counted (Molenaar
et al., 2017). From these counts we computed the sum of rooted

cuttings assigned to classes S4 and S5 so that a single response
value was obtained per area (EU2).

Determining the Best Selection Method by H2

H2 as described above was used to evaluate selection method for
SCC and RF. The different selection methods were reflected by
different LMM. The model for individual selection for SCC in
the first phase, in symbolic form (Piepho et al., 2003; Piepho and
Eckl, 2014), was

HR : FM · ENTRY+HR ·WD+HR · BLK + HR · BLK · PLT,
(1)

where HR denotes the harvests, FM·ENTRY the individuals
nested within families, HR·BLK the incomplete blocks nested
within harvests, HR·WD the post-blocking factor “worker-day”
nested within harvests, and HR·BLK·PLT, the residual error and
experimental unit (plot = PLT) in P1 (EU1). The factor “worker-
day” was defined to capture variation induced by working
assistance of different people during the harvest of stem cuttings
(Molenaar et al., 2018). Because of the unreplicated design,
the estimation of the individuals within families-by-harvest
interaction effect could not be achieved.

The model for family-index selection for SCC in P1, was an
extension of model (1):

HR : FM+ FM · ENTRY+HR · FM+HR ·WD

+ HR · BLK+HR · BLK · PLT, (2)

where FM denotes the families and HR·FM the family-by-
harvest interaction. As explained above, family-index selection
was implemented by fitting a CS variance-covariance structure
for the sum of FM and FM·ENTRY random effects.

To evaluate the selection methods for RF in the second
phase, some amendments to model (1) and (2) were necessary
to account for checks, which were included in P2. Assuming
individual selection, model (1) was changed to

HR + CK+HR · CK :PT · FM · ENTRY+ PT ·HR · FM · ENTRY
+ HR ·WD+HR · BLK+HR · BLK · PLT

(3)

where CK is a factor for checks, comprising nine levels, i.e.,
eight levels for the parental strains (checks) and one level for
the expected value of all individuals to separate effects of checks
from individuals (Piepho et al., 2006). Furthermore, to prevent
random genetic effects from being fitted for checks, a dummy
variable PT with PT = 0 for checks and PT = 1 for individuals
was defined. The dummy variable PT was crossed with the family
and individuals within family effect. Similarly, model (2) was
expanded by the check factor CK and the PT dummy variable
to account for family-index selection for RF in P2,

HR + CK+HR · CK :PT · FM+ PT · FM · ENTRY+ PT ·HR · FM
+ PT ·HR · FM · ENTRY+HR ·WD+HR · BLK
+ HR · BLK · PLT. (4)
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FIGURE 2 | In P1, an augmented-design for 500 individuals in 32 blocks with 8 checks was used. Each dot represents an experimental unit in P1 (EU1) to which

unreplicated entries were randomly allocated. On each EU1 a single stock plant of an individual from the seedling generation was placed. The crosses within blocks 1

to 32 indicate the check plots. In P2, the total experimental space was represented by four rooting tables. The four rooting tables were divided into 32 regions

corresponding to blocks in P1 to conduct the randomization on-site. The numbers within regions correspond to block numbers in P1. Each region contained a

variable number of trays depending on the number of SCC per individual within a block in P1. One tray contained 39 paper pots arranged in three rows, each with 13

paper pots. The trays were divided into areas, the experimental unit in P2 (EU2). The size of areas varied depending on the numbers of stem cuttings of and individual

on each EU1. The planting of stem cuttings followed in a row-wise order.

Family-index selection was implemented by fitting the CS
variance-covariance structure to the sum of the PT · FM and
PT · FM · ENTRY random effects.

Phenotypic Selection in Ornamentals: The
Example of Vase Life Assessment and
Related Traits in D. caryophyllus L.
Breeding
This second example will illustrate the BLUP method for shelf-
life and related traits in D. caryophyllus L., including vase life
(VL) of cut flowers. The VL is one of the traits which most affects
consumer satisfaction leading to repeated purchasing, and hence
VL determines the economic value of a cultivar (Onozaki et al.,
2001). Further, BLUP will be applied to floral traits such as flower
size (FS) or number of buds (BN) and amorphology traits such as
the stem length (SL). In 2016/2017 the entire seedling generation
was cloned, so that each individual was tested by four replicates.

Plant Material
Five crosses were made between ten elite D. caryophyllus L.
strains belonging either to the mini or the standard carnation
type to obtain five families segregating in the F1 already (Table 2).
Families were assumed unrelated by pedigree. In total 176

TABLE 2 | Parentage and size of the three mini carnation type and two standard

carnation type families in D. caryophyllus L. evaluated in this study.

Family k individuals

in each family

Parental genotypes Type

paternal maternal

1 106 (A × B) Mn

2 110 (C × D) Mn

3 112 (E × F) Mn

1 106 (G × H) St

2 70 (I × J) St

Ktotal 504

individuals belonged to the standard type, and 328 individuals to
the mini type, where three of the mini individuals were missing
completely at random. The family sizes varied between 70 and
112 individuals.

Two-Phase Experimental Design in D. caryophyllus

Breeding
For the assessment of vase life and related traits, the seedlings
were clonally propagated 1 year in advance so that each individual
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was assessed by the use of four replications in the two-
phase experimental set-up (Figure 2). In P1, the experimental
layout was generated using CycDesigN 5.1 (VSN International,
United Kingdom) and the experiment was conducted in the
greenhouse, whereas in P2 the experiment was conducted in the
lab, where the randomization was carried out on-site.

Phase 1 – Resolvable incomplete block design with four

replicates each 61 incomplete blocks of size 9 for 504

individuals and 45 check genotypes
For each carnation type, a resolvable incomplete block design
was generated by the use of CycDesigN 5.1 (VSN International,
United Kingdom) with four replicates, each consisting 61
incomplete blocks of size nine. The incomplete blocks were
represented by the physical units of subsurface boxes each
consisting nine positions. The incomplete blocks of a replicate for
both carnation types were jointly randomized, thus permitting a
joint analysis of both types. Thus, a set of either nine standard
or mini carnations was randomly allocated to each incomplete
block. The randomization of genotypes was restricted in this way
due to differences in cultivation minis with respect to flower
bud removal. On each position of a subsurface box, i.e., on
each experimental unit in P1 (EU1), a single stock plant of an
individual was placed. Since 61 is not a multiple of 504, free
positions were filled with up with another 45 check genotypes
from another breeding program (Figure 3).

Phase 2 – randomized complete design for 504 individuals

tested each with four replicates either treated or untreated
Because of biological matter (unpredictable development and
maturity of flower buds of stock plants and individuals), a pre-
defined design in the second phase was less suitable. That is
why the total experimental space was divided up into 43 regions.
Each region represented that day, on which a single stem of an
individual and a replicate was placed in a vase. The vases were
held by trays. Each tray comprised eight vases. A single vase
represented the experimental unit in P2 (EU2). By the use of
computer generated random numbers, first, the single stem of
an individual and a replicate was randomly allocated to a tray
within a region, and second, the stem was randomly allocated to
a vase within a tray and region (EU2). The randomization of a
stem was restricted, when the EU2 had been already filled with
another individual’s stem, in which case the stem was placed on
the next empty EU2.

Interposed Transport Simulation Between the Two Phases
Two stems were harvested from a single stock plant and
individual (EU1). A randomly chosen stem was assessed
immediately after harvesting in the laboratory for VL, whereas
the other stem was first submitted to transport simulation for 14
days (Boxriker et al., 2017b) and afterwards assessed for VL in
the lab.

FIGURE 3 | In P1, an incomplete block design for 504 individuals and 45 check genotypes in 61 blocks of size nine was used. The incomplete blocks were

represented by subsurface boxes. Each dot in an incomplete block represents a planting position and hence, an experimental unit in P1 (EU1). On each EU1 a single

stock plant of an individual from the seedling generation was placed. In P2, the total experimental space was represented by four cultivation tables. The four cultivation

tables were divided into up 43 regions. Each region corresponds to that day on which a single stem of an EU1 was placed in a vase, independently, of whether the

stem was storage treated or not. Furthermore, each day comprised several trays, each consisting of eight vases. A single vase represented the EU2. On each EU2 a

single stem from EU1 was placed.
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Vase Life and Related Traits
The total number of buds (BN) was counted on a single stem
from a single stock plant and individual (EU1) for the mini
carnation type. The stem length (SL) was assessed as the total
length in centimeters (cm) of a single stem harvested from a
single stock plant and EU1. The flower size (FS) was assessed as
the diameter measured in cm of a single stem harvested from a
single stock plant and individual in a vase (EU2) for the standard
carnation type. The FS was measured of flowers that reached the
fourth floral development stage (Figure 1, p. 63 in Boxriker et al.,
2017a). The VL was assessed as the flower duration in the vase
(EU2) in days of two stems from a stock plant and individual
of EU1. For this purpose, stems were harvested at the second
floral development stage (Figure 1, p. 63 in Boxriker et al., 2017a).
One stem was randomly chosen and assessed immediately after
harvesting in the laboratory for VL, whereas the other stem was
submitted first to transport simulation for 14 days and then
assessed for VL.

Determining the Best Selection Method by H2

On the basis of the full two-phase model, reduced models were
defined to simulate H2 for the traits BN and SL in P1, FS and
VL in P2. Separate H2 for traits SL and VL for the mini and
standard carnation were simulated, because the two carnation
types belong to different subspecies of D. caryphyllus L. with
different characteristics. The H2 assuming individual selection
for SL either for mini or standard carnations was evaluated by
the following model, listing fixed effects before the colon,

REP + CK+ STEM+ TEMP :PT · FM · ENTRY+ REP · BLK
+ REP · BLK · PLT, (5)

where REP denotes the replicates, CK a factor separating check
genotypes, that were used to fill up empty positions in incomplete
blocks and belonged either to mini or standard carnations from
entries. Specifically, the CK factor comprised of 46 levels; 45
levels for the fillers and one single fixed effect to model the
expected value of all individuals to separate effects of fillers
from individuals. Furthermore, to prevent random effects from
being fitted for fillers, a dummy variable PT with PT = 0 for
fillers and PT = 1 for individuals was defined. TEMP was
a covariate to account for the greenhouse temperature in P1,
PT·FM·ENTRY denotes the individuals grouped by family effect,
REP·BLK the incomplete blocks within replicates and the residual
error REP·BLK·PLT. Expanding, model (5) by the term PT·FM,
denoting the family effect, and implementing the CS structure for
the sum of PT·FM and PT·FM·ENTRY random effects, family-
index selection for SL was based on the model

REP + CK+ STEM+ TEMP :PT · FM+ PT · FM · ENTRY
+ REP · BLK+ REP · BLK · PLT. (6)

Individual selection for BN for the mini carnation, was
considered by expanding model (5) with a post-blocking factor
POS to account better for variation induced by drop inlets of the

sub-surface boxes (Boxriker et al., 2017b),

REP + CK+ STEM+ TEMP :PT · FM · ENTRY+ REP · BLK
+ REP · POS+ REP · BLK · PLT. (7)

The factor POS had nine levels, each represented one planting
position within a subsurface box (Figure 2).

The family-index selection, model (6) was expanded by the
post-blocking factor POS,

REP + CK+ STEM+ TEMP :PT · FM+ PT · FM · ENTRY
+ REP · BLK+ REP · POS+ REP · BLK · PLT. (8)

For the analysis of BN, the logarithm of the count data was used.
Individual selection in FS of standard carnation was

implemented by extending model (5) with the terms DAY,
DAY·VSE and STO,

REP + STO+ CK+ STO · CK+ TEMP :PT · FM · ENTRY
+ PT · STO · FM · ENTRY+ REP · BLK+ DAY+ DAY · VSE
+ REP · BLK · PLT, (9)

where STO denote the transport simulation (yes/no),
STO·CK the check genotype-by-transport interaction,
PT·STO·FM·ENTRY the individual-by-transport interaction,
DAY the block when a single stem of an individual and position
was and DAY·VSE the positional effect of a vase within a day.
Family-index selection was implemented by adding the family
effect and the family-by-transport interaction to model (9),

REP + STO+ CK+ STO · CK+ TEMP :PT · FM
+ PT · FM · ENTRY+ PT · STO · FM+ PT · STO · FM · ENTRY
+ REP · BLK+ DAY+ DAY · VSE+ REP · BLK · PLT. (10)

For the sum of random effects PT· FM and PT· FM· ENTRY of
model (10) the CS structure was fitted.

Individual selection in VL for mini or standard carnation was
performed by,

REP + STO+ CK+ STO · CK+ TEMP :PT · FM · ENTRY
+ PT · STO · FM · ENTRY+ REP · BLK+ REP · POS
+ DAY+ REP · BLK · PLT, (11)

whereas family-index selection was implemented for by

REP + STO+ CK+ STO · CK+ TEMP :PT · FM
+ PT · FM · ENTRY+ PT · STO · FM
+ PT · STO · FM · ENTRY+ REP · BLK+ REP · POS
+ DAY+ REP · BLK · PLT, (12)

and the CS structure was fitted for the sum of random effects
PT·FM and PT·FM·ENTRY.
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TABLE 3 | Evaluation of selection methods in terms of simulated heritability and corresponding standard errors.

Species Trait CT† Selection methods

Individual selection Family-index selection

r2 s.e.(r2) r2 s.e.(r2)

P.zonale SCC 0.3376 0.003394 0.3718 0.003783

RF 0.4112 0.004126 0.5601 0.005672

D. caryophyllus L. BN Mn 0.6904 0.006910 0.6970 0.006986

SL Std 0.9490 0.009491 0.9447 0.009449

Mn 0.8911 0.008912 0.8913 0.008914

FS Std 0.6458 0.006473 0.6561 0.006583

VL Std 0.7118 0.007128 0.7128 0.007147

Mn 0.7688 0.007692 0.7752 0.007817

†
Carnation type.

TABLE 4 | Variance components of random effects obtained from model (1) and

(2) to evaluate the individual and family-index selection for stem cutting count

(SCC).

Model term Variance

Model (1) Model (2)

FM – 0.2121

HR·FM – 0.1481

FM·ENTRY 1.0835 0.8727

HR·BLK 2.3069 2.3397

HR·WD 0.7977 0.8456

HR·BLK·PLT 5.4417 5.3129

RESULTS

In P. zonale, the highest H2 was always found for family-index
selection. In D. caryophyllus L. the H2 was approximately the
same for individual and family-index selection for BN, SL and VL
in standard carnations. H2 was greater for family-index selection
for FS in standard carnation and VL in mini carnation (Table 3).
The results were supported by the variance component estimates
and box plots of BLUPs, which are described in detail below.

Variance Component Estimates From the
P. zonale Breeding
The genotypic variance component estimate (FM·ENTRY) for
both SCC and RF was relatively low in proportion to the total
variation (Tables 4, 5), which is also reflected by the shrinkage
property of BLUPs toward the general mean (zero reference line
in Presentation 2).

In P1, by far the largest variance component was the residual
error variance, followed by the block variance for analyzing the
SCC (Table 4). Similar variance components for the residual
error variance and the block effects were calculated in a former
experiment in 2013/14, although genotypes in that experiment
were tested in four replications (Molenaar et al., 2017). Moreover,
under the assumption of family-index selection, the effect for the
family-by-harvest interaction (HR·FM) was found to be small,

TABLE 5 | Variance component estimates of random effects obtained from model

(3) and (4) to evaluate individual and family-index selection for root formation (RF).

Model term Variance

Model (3) Model (4)

FM – 1.0818

HR·FM – 0.2108

FM·ENTRY 1.9071 1.7697

HR·FM·ENTRY 4.1932 3.9096

HR·BLK 0.9126 0.9508

HR·WD 2.0586 0.9006

HR· BLK· PLT 2.9356 2.9598

and the residual error variance was reduced. This suggested
that the unaccounted for serial correlation on the same plots
within blocks and harvest might have inflated the small genotypic
and the residual error variance. The worker-induced (HR·WD)
and the genotypic (FM·ENTRY) variances were of comparable
size, indicating the considerable effect of the person carrying
out the assessment of production-related traits (Molenaar et al.,
2017).

In contrast to P1, in P2 the largest variance component was
calculated for the individual within family-by-harvest interaction
effect (HR·FM·ENTRY) and was greater than the residual
error variance (Table 5). The interaction between genotypes
and harvests had already been observed and discussed in
2013/14 (Molenaar et al., 2017). Reasons were attributed to
environmental conditions such as change in day length during
the experimentation or cultivationmanagement, in particular the
watering. Similar to P1, the variance of the average “worker-day”
effect had almost the same size as the variance of the FM·ENTRY
effect. The genotypic variance for RF was approximately twice as
high as for SCC and also the family effect for RF was greater than
for SCC.

In box plots, the relatively low genotypic variance for SCC and
RF became visible by the shrinkage property of BLUP in cases
when genotypic variation was low or missing; the BLUPs are then
all shrunken toward the general mean (Appendix Presentation 2
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TABLE 6 | Variance component estimates of random effects obtained from model

(5) and (6) to evaluate individual and family-index selection for stem length (SL).

Model term Variance component estimates

Mini carnation Standard carnation

Model (5) Model (6) Model (5) Model (6)

FM – 4.1724 – 69.3944

FM·ENTRY 56.8179 53.9425 111.18 78.0894

REP·BLK 1.6502 1.6067 1.8719 1.4208

REP·BLK·PLT 31.8940 31.9223 34.2640 34.3225

TABLE 7 | Variance component estimates of random effects obtained from model

(7) and (8) to evaluate individual and family-index selection for bud number (BN).

Model term Variance component estimates†

Model (7) Model (8)

FM - 0.0128

FM·ENTRY 0.0581 0.0486

REP·BLK 0.0030 0.0029

REP·POS 0.0349 0.0353

REP·BLK·PLT 0.0695 0.0695

†
Log-transformed .

in Supplementary Material). As BLUP assumes a normal
distribution with zero mean, the zero reference line represents
the zero on the y-axis in comparing box plots for the two selection
methods. Assuming individual selection the BLUPs for SCC and
RF were close to zero, except for Families 1 and 5. In contrast,
by accounting for family-information, a ranking between families
was notable. Furthermore, the increased accuracy of BLUPs
when accounting for family information is illustrated also by
the shortened whiskers of boxes in box plots for family-index
selection in comparison to box plots for individual selection
(Appendix Presentation 2 in Supplementary Material).

Generally, the selection based on BLUP for SCC and RF would
be reasonable, because the Q-Q plots of standardized BLUPs
for SCC and RF revealed that random genotypic effects were
approximately normal as required (Appendix Presentation 3 in
Supplementary Material).

Variance Component Estimates From the
D. caryphyllus L. Breeding
The genotypic variance component estimate for FM·ENTRY
for BN, SL, FS, and VL was almost always relatively high in
proportion to the total variation (Tables 6–9) and hence, large
simulated H2 were obtained for shelf-life traits in comparison to
the simulatedH2 for production-related traits P. zonale breeding.

The different characteristics between mini and standard
carnation with respect to SL became apparent in particular
when family-index selection was considered. The family variance
component estimate for SL of mini carnation was negligibly small
in comparison to the individual variance component estimate,
indicating that families of mini carnation vary less for SL than
individuals vary within families. In contrast, standard carnation

TABLE 8 | Variance component estimates of random effects obtained from model

(9) and (10) to evaluate individual and family-index selection method for flower size

(FS).

Model term Variance component estimates

Model (9) Model (10)

FM – 0.0249

FM·ENTRY 0.1409 0.1305

STO·FM – 0

STO·FM·ENTRY 0 0

REP·BLK 0 0

DAY 0.0056 0.0055

DAY·VSE 0.0421 0.0730

REP·BLK·PLT 0.2347 0.2034

TABLE 9 | Variance component estimates of random effects obtained from model

(11) and (12) to evaluate individual and family-index selection for vase life (VL).

Model term Variance component estimates

Mini carnation Standard carnation

Model (11) Model (12) Model (11) Model (12)

FM – 3.9604 – 0.7040

FM·ENTRY 4.6019 1.8754 2.4475 2.0988

STO·FM – 0.0320 – 0.0247

STO·FM·ENTRY 0.4432 0.4439 0 0

REP·BLK 0.0275 0 0.1788 0.1736

REP·POS 0.6453 0.6829 0.6522 0.6419

DAY 0.3015 0.3443 0.0658 0.0705

REP·BLK·PLT 4.4935 4.4823 4.8872 4.8909

families differ greatly for SL, as indicated by individual variance
component estimates similar to family variance component
estimate. Mini and standard carnation differ greatly in size, the
minis being smaller than standards. For both carnation types the
variance of incomplete block effects was marginal in comparison
to the genotypic variance components (FM and FM·ENTRY) or
the residual error variance.

Another P1 trait was BN for the mini carnation type. Also
for this trait, the family variance component estimate was much
smaller than the individual variance component estimate. By
far the smallest variance component estimate was found for
incomplete blocks. The variance component estimate of the post-
blocking positional effect within incomplete blocks was much
greater suggesting that variation in water supply influences the
development of BN per single stem and stock plant per position.

In P2, for FS in standards by far the smallest genotypic
variance component estimate for FM·ENTRY was obtained
and accordingly the smallest H2 was simulated for this shelf-
life trait (Table 8). Moreover, the FS of individuals was not
affected by the interposed transport simulation, indicated by
the zero variance component estimate for the random family-
by-transport interaction effect (STO·FM) or individual-by-
transport interaction effect (STO·FM·ENTRY). No or only a
small proportion of the environmental variation was captured by
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the incomplete block effect in P1 or by the day block effect and
the positional effect in P2, where the residual error variance was
the largest variance component estimate and the family-effect for
FS was smaller than that for the positional effect.

The different characteristic between mini and standard
carnation became apparent again for the VL assessed for both
carnation types. In particular both carnation types varied for
individual and family effects and for individual-by-transport
interaction effect. A much greater genotypic (FM·ENTRY)
variance component for VL was found for mini carnation, which
was almost as large as the residual error variance component
estimate when individual selection was considered (Table 9). The
genotypic (FM·ENTRY) variance component estimate was half
the size for that of standards when individual selection was
considered. When family information was exploited, the largest
genotypic variation was observed for the family effect (FM)
in mini carnation indicating that the families varied strongly
for VL. However, the family-by-transport interaction effect was
the smallest variance component estimate when considering
family-index selection for mini carnations, beside the incomplete
block effect variance which was estimated to be zero. The
individual effect variance was half the size of the family effect
variance, however, for minis a relatively large variance for the
individual-by-transport interaction effect was estimated either
under individual or family index selection. This interaction effect
variance was estimated to be zero for the standard carnation
type, although the estimated family-by-transport interaction
effect variance was similar to that for the mini carnation type.
The variance of the family effect for standard carnations was
much smaller in comparison to that for the individual effect.
Interestingly, also the environmental conditions seemed to affect
the VL differently. The effect of incomplete blocks was much
smaller for the mini carnations than for the standard carnations,
where the variance of the post-blocking effect in P1 was of similar
size. But the day effect for mini carnations was much greater than
for the standard carnations.

The selection based on BLUPs for shelf-life traits would
be reasonable, because Q-Q plots of standardized BLUPs
for shelf-life traits revealed no departure from normality
(Appendix Presentation 2 in Supplementary Material). This
is also evidenced by the box plots of BLUPs of the shelf-life
traits, except for VL in mini carnation for family-index selection
(Appendix Presentation 3 in Supplementary Material). The
standardized BLUPs showed a bimodal distribution. However,
the shrinkage property of BLUP was not as strong as for the
production-related traits, because the individual effect almost
always had the largest variance component estimate under
individual selection. Hence, changes in ranks between individual
and family-index selection was not as pronounced as for
production-related traits.

DISCUSSION

Plant breeders always face the challenge to select the best
individuals. Selection methods are required that maximize the
use of available data (Bernardo, 2010) and greater selection gain

can be expected when methods accounting for pedigree structure
are employed (Piepho andWilliams, 2006). The BLUP procedure
achieves this by combining phenotypic data with information on
pedigree relationships (Bernardo, 2010). A selection method that
exploit family information is the family-index selection, which
is at least as efficient as individual selection (Lynch and Walsh,
2013). This was confirmed by D. caryophyllus L., except for FS in
standard carnation and VL in mini carnation.

When Family-Index Selection Is the Better
Choice
Family-index selection is the better choice for traits with
low heritability, which was confirmed for P. zonale (Table 3).
The simulated H2 for the family-index selection was always
upwards from four units better than for the individual selection,
which may be explained by the exploitation of relationships of
relatives. When family-index selection outperformed individual
selection, the total genetic variance was higher than under
individual selection, whereas changes of variance component
estimates of random block effects or the residual error variance
were not as succinct (Tables 4, 5, 7, 9). In relation to Lush’s
example, the individual effects were shrunken toward the
family means rather than the overall mean by the use of
the intra-class correlation coefficient (Appendix Presentation 2

in Supplementary Material). As a result, the family means
were estimated with higher accuracy and differences between
families become more obvious. Best performing individuals of
the superior Family 1 remained best. Best performing individuals
of poor families were shrunken toward the lower family mean
and remained no longer in the selected fraction. Thus, the main
difference in individual and family-index selection lies in the
adjustment of estimating the individual’s effects depending on
the estimated variance component of random individual and
family effects in a breeding trial, i.e., on the intra-class correlation
coefficient. By making this adjustment, the superior performance
of family-index depends not only on the ratio between total
genotypic and residual error variances, but also on the ratio
between the family and individual variances of the total genetic
variance. Pure family selection was not considered, because
individual performances between families will almost always
overlap (Appendix Presentation 2 in Supplementary Material).

More on Exploiting the Information of
Relatives
It is well known that floral characteristics, growth characteristics
and cultivation methods differ between mini and standard
carnation types. However, such strong differences of the
individual performances depending on the family background
were unexpected for SL and VL (Table 3) implying different
strategies in breeding. For example in mini carnations, the
performance of individuals on SL is almost totally independent
of the family background (t = 0.07), whereas for VL a high
intra-class correlation coefficient was found (t = 0.68). The high
intra-class correlation coefficient means that individuals within
families are more similar than across families. This indicates the
importance of selecting parental strains used for crosses for VL
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improvement, which can be further investigated by the general
or specific combining ability for example. This is contrary to
the dependence of individual performance for SL and VL on
the family background in standard carnations, which reveals that
in D. caryophyllus L. the two carnation types should be bred in
different programs. Thus, exploiting the information of relatives
the genetics underlying the traits must be observed.

BLUP in Ornamentals
In clonal breeding, the greatest genetic variability exists in
the seedling generation (Figure 1 in Molenaar et al., 2017).
Each seedling and individual is represented by a single plant.
Experimental designs that are suitable to test unreplicated
treatments are augmented designs, as applied in P. zonale. Block
effects are estimated solely by the use of checks, which might
not capture all environmental variation on the estimation of the
treatments effects. In the seedling generation, the only way to
increase the precision of estimating treatment effects is to exploit
the information of relatives, confirmed by P. zonale (Tables 3, 4).
In the primary selection of seedlings, the population size is the
drastically reduction of from thousands to a maximum of 200
individuals. From that primary selection until the official testing,
selected individuals are only clonally propagated.

In the clonal generations, individual genotypes can be tested in
replications, for example in resolvable incomplete block designs,
as applied in D. caryophyllus L. or in randomized complete block
designs in later breeding stages as the number of individuals
is more and more reduced (Figure 1 in Molenaar et al., 2017).
Higher precision of estimated treatment effects can be expected,
because the block effects are estimated from the individuals
included in all replicates. However, as the population size is
reduced, the genetic variability is reduced, too, from the seedling
to the first clonal generation. Differences between individuals
might become difficult to detect. But here too, consideration
of family information may improve treatment estimates. In the
present study, the effect of reduced genetic variability and the use
of a replicated individuals could not be investigated, as the entire
seedling generation was clonally propagated before the vase life
tests, which is rarely done in practice.

Furthermore, if families in clonal generations are tested in
different locations, each genetically identical individual within a
family can be tested across locations, and hence, each individual
is replicated across locations. This allows a precise determination
of genotype-by-environment interaction. By comparison, with

non-clonable species, only families can be replicated across
locations, but not individuals within families.

CONCLUSION

The choice of a selection method has implications for selection
gain. Family-index selection was found to be at least as efficient
as individual selection, surpassing the efficiency of individual
selection when the heritability was low. Another important
aspect for breeders is the shrinkage property of the family-index
selection, where superior individuals are shrunken downwards
and inferior individuals are shrunken upwards, yielding in
a change of genotype ranks protecting to do false selection
decision. Furthermore, exploiting the information of relatives
can be used to investigate the genetics behind traits and reveal
strategies for selecting parental strains for crosses. Our results
support the need for separating the breeding program for
D. caryophyllus L. into mini and standard types. The present
work illustrated the use of BLUP in P. zonale and D. caryophyllus
L., which are exemplary for ornamental and clonal breeding in
general.
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